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timeline
1988

Radiance HDR format
...and then ?

2005

Vivaldi concept by T-G
Idea: User-friendly tool for dynamic lighting simulation based on HDR image superposition

2006

1. Vivaldi release by Zumtobel and T-G

2008

Relux HDR export and import in Vivaldi

Due to limited availability of suitable HDR images, the first release was equipped with
the option to work with LDR images. This meant combining the picture with further data
(e.g. luminance tables and/or falsecolor images) on import.

General Problem at that stage:
Tedious data aquisition, multiple individual calculations needed for producing sets of images separated by
switching group and daylight date and time

2011

VLP export Relux->Vivaldi
Automatic switching group and multiple daylight date and time calculation in Relux
(with Radiance/Radzilla 'rzpict') and export in combined form ('VLP format') to Vivaldi

2012

ReluxVivaldi by Zumtobel, T-G and Relux
2 programs in 1:
- automatic switching group and multiple daylight date/time calculation
- plus the Vivaldi module for dynamic simulation & evaluation

automated multiple calculations

external view:
implementation shields the user from the complexity of
the calculation
internal view:
parallel processing with multiple render processes
- allows using the ambient cache for high image quality
- optimal for widespread multicore systems with Windows OS (there is no easy way to port the
UNIX type ambient file sharing to Windows)
- allows visualizing the state (on/off) in the complex luminaire model

automated multiple calculations

HDR and more

combination of HDR images with associated data:
- luminaire product info
- power consumption, standby power
- lamp dimming characteristics
- color temperature

flexible interface with useful functions for the everyday
practice
- calculated energy consumption (actual/accumulated)
- timeline editing / importing / saving
- combination of switching groups
- image based lighting evaluation
- movie output

HDR and more
ReluxVivaldi screenshot

summary
easy and straightforward access to dynamic simulation
techniques for all users
- no complex commandline and scripting techniques needed.
- limitations exist, e.g.no automatic detailed annual evaluations possible yet

suitable for lighting calculation, visualization and
presentation
- very intuitive approach supports creative work, but with a sound & exact basis
- allows to put more focus on lighting quality

combination of lighting analysis and evaluation of energy
consumption
- 'daylight is money', linking sustainabilty with concrete economical aspects is a strong argument for
promoting daylight use, esp. in the most common case of combined use of day- and artificial light

example of Radiance ideas integrated in tools used by a
widespread group of lighting designers
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